Abstract: In real life scenarios there is often the need for modelling conditional plans where external events determgine the actual execution sequence. Conditional Temporal Problems (CTPs) have addressed such a need by extending the classical temporal constraint models with conditions on the occurrence of some events. Preferences are also a key aspect in many temporal reasoning tasks, since they allow for modeling in a natural way desires and different satisfaction levels. In this paper, we generalize CTPs to CTPPs by adding fuzzy preferences to the temporal constraints and by allowing fuzzy thresholds for the occurrence of some events. This allows us to generalize the conditions: events are allowed to determine not only which variables are executed, but also the preferences associated to their execution time. We consider two consistency notions (that is, strong and weak) and we provide their corresponding testing algorithms. We show that the complexity of these algorithms is not larger than their classical counterparts for CTPs. We also compare CTPPs with STPPUs, another temporal framework with uncertainty and preferences, by providing a polynomial mapping from STPPUs to CTPPs which allows to identify a strong theoretical connection among the two formalisms. Finally, we describe a tool to define CTPPs and to test if they are strongly or weakly consistent.
INTRODUCTION
In real life scenarios there is often the need for modelling conditional plans where external events determine the actual execution sequence. Conditional Temporal Problems (CTPs) (Tsamardinos et al., 2003) have addressed such a need by extending the classical temporal constraint models (Dechter et al., 1991) with conditions on the occurrence of some events. In more detail, a variable in a CTP represents the time at which a given event occurs, while constraints set restrictions on the durations of activities or on the time distances between events. In addition, in CTPs, variables are labeled with conjunctions of Boolean propositions, meaning that the event represented by the variable must be executed only if the label is true. The propositions represent exogenous conditions which are observed and which influence the presence of a variable in the problem. For example, whether we want to go skiing might depend on whether it has snowed or not.
In CTPs, the usual notion of consistency is replaced by three notions (that is, weak, strong and dynamic consistency), which differ on the assumptions made on the knowledge available. Roughly speaking, a CTP is weakly consistent if in every situation there is a solution, it is strongly consistent if the same solution applies in all situations, and it is dynamically consistent if it is possible to build a solution online by relying only on past observations. CTPs thus go in the direction of allowing more flexibility in the modelling of real life scenarios as temporal constraint satisfaction problems. A similar goal is pursued by approaches which add preferences to the temporal constraints. In fact, preferences are also a key aspect in many temporal reasoning tasks since they allow for modeling in a natural way desires and different satisfaction levels. In (Khatib et al., 2001a; Peintner and Pollack, 2004; Khatib et al., 2007) , for example, fuzzy preferences have been added to temporal constraints allowing to associate a preference degree in [0,1] to each duration or interleaving time. Given a solution, its overall preference is obtained by collecting all the preferences associated to it by the constraints and by taking the minimum one. The goal is to find the solution with maximum preference.
In this paper we define CTPPs, that is, CTPs with fuzzy preferences, by combining in a single formalism the expressive power of conditions and the flexibility of preferences. In order to do so, not only we allow for temporal constraints with preferences, but we also fuzzify the propositions and the activation rules associated with variables. This allows us to generalize the conditions: external events are allowed to determine not only which variables are executed but also the preferences associated to their execution time. We consider two of the consistency notions (that is, strong and weak) and we provide their corresponding testing algorithms.We show that the complexity of these algorithms is not larger than that of their classical counterparts for CTPs.
Quantitative temporal constraint problems have been used for many applications in practice, ranging from space applications (MAPGEN (AiChang et al., 2004) ) to temporal databases (Combi and Pozzi, 2006) and personal assistance (Autominder ). We expect CTPPs to be useful in all of the above.
Conditions in CTPs can be seen as modeling a kind of uncertainty. Another class of temporal reasoning problems that deals with uncertainty is that of Simple Temporal Problems with Uncertainty (STPUs) (Vidal and Fargier, 1999) . In such problems, some events are out of the control of the agent, in the sense that their occurrence time is decided by some exogenous factor, often referred to as "Nature". Fuzzy preferences have been added to STPUs in (Rossi et al., 2006) , where STPPUs are defined. In STPUs and STPPUs consistency is called controllability and, similarly to CTPs, there are three notions (that is, weak, strong and dynamic controllability), based on different assumptions made on the uncontrollable variables. Despite the fact that consistency in CTPs and controllability in STPPUs appear similar, their relation has not been formally investigated. We compare CTPPs with STPPUs, by providing a mapping from STPPUs to CTPPs which allows to identify a strong theoretical connection among the two formalisms.
Finally we present a tool for modelling CTPPs and for testing the above-mentioned consistency notions. The tool is equipped with an interface which allows the user to easily define a CTPP by inserting propositions, variables and constraints. The user can then select which algorithm to run from a menu of alternatives. The algorithm also provide explanations of the output of algorithms.
The paper is structured as follows: in Section 2 we give the necessary notions and concepts of frameworks on which our work is based. In Section 3 we describe CTPPs and in Section 4 we introduce the new extended consistency definitions. Algorithms for testing such notions are given in Section 5. In Section 6 we relate CTPPs and STPPUs providing a mapping which preserves the corresponding controllability/consistency notions. Finally, in Section 7 we describe our tool for modelling and solving CTPPs.
Parts of this paper extend (Falda et al., 2007a; Falda et al., 2007c) .
BACKGROUND
In this section we give a brief overview on the known temporal constraints frameworks on which our results are based.
STPs and STPPs
A Simple Temporal Problem (STP) (Dechter et al., 1991) is defined as a set of variables V , each of which corresponds to an instantaneous event, and a set E of constraints between the variables. The constraints are binary and are of the form l ij ≤ X i − X j ≤ u ij with X i , X j ∈ V and l ij , u ij ∈ ℜ; l ij and u ij are called the bounds of the constraint. Such constraints are said to be simple since they allow only for a single interval and they are called Simple Temporal (ST) constraints. An STP can be represented with a directed graph < V, E >, where each node in V represents a variable, and each directed edge in E represents a constraint, by connecting the nodes corresponding to the constraint's variables and by having the constraint's interval as its label. An STP is said to be consistent if there exists an assignment of variables S : V → ℜ that satisfies all constraints in E. Such an assignment is said to be a solution of the STP. STPs can be solved in time O(n 3 ), where n is the number of variables (Dechter, 2003) .
Fuzzy preferences have been introduced in STPs by (Khatib et al., 2001b) defining Simple Temporal Problems with Preferences (STPPs). In particular, a soft temporal constraint < I, f > is specified by an interval I = [l ij , u ij ] (as in STPs) and a preference function on the interval, f : I → [0, 1]. Such a function maps every element t of I to a value in [0, 1] expressing the satisfaction degree associated with X j − X i = t. An STPP is said to be consistent with preference degree α if there exists an assignment of its variables that satisfies all constraints and that has preference α. The preference of an assignment is obtained by taking the minimum of the preferences given by each constraint to the projection of the assignment onto its variables. An optimal solution is one such that there is no other solution with higher preference. Such a solution can be found in polynomial time (Khatib et al., 2001b) , provided that all preference functions are semi-convex 3 and a finite number of preferences is considered.
STPUs and STPPUs
STPUs (Vidal and Fargier, 1999) are STPs in which the temporal constraints are divided in two classes: those representing durations under the control of the agent (called requirement constraints) and those representing durations decided by "Nature" (called contingent constraints). Such a partition induces a similar partition over the variables. Thus an STPU is a tuple N e , N c , L r , L c where N e is the set of executable variables, N c is the set of contingent variables, L r is a set of requirement constraints, and L c is a set of contingent constraints. The solution of an STPU is an assignment to the executable variables satisfying some level of robustness w.r.t. the possible assignments to contingent events. Depending on which level of robustness can be guaranteed, the STPU is said to be weakly, dynamically or strongly controllable.
In (Rossi et al., 2006) STPUs are extended to handle preferences by replacing ST constraints with soft temporal constraints. Thus an STPPU is a tuple N e , N c , L r , L c where N e is the set of executable timepoints, N c is the set of contingent timepoints, L r is a set of soft requirement constraints, and L c is a set of soft contingent constraints.
A solution of an STPPU P is a schedule T , that is, a complete assignment of values to all time points T : (N e ∪ N c ) → ℜ + , satisfying all the constraints. The set of all solutions is denoted by Sol(P ). A schedule is formed by two parts: the situation (usually denoted by ω) is the tuple of durations identified by the schedule on the contingent constraints, and the control sequence (usually denoted by δ) is the tuple of assignments to all executable points. Given an STPPU P , a projection P ω is the STPP obtained by assigning the time points in ω to P and opt(P ω ) is the preference of an optimal solution of P ω ; Proj(P) includes all P ω . A strategy S : P roj(P ) → Sol(P ) is a map from a projection to a schedule; if it is such that ∀P ω S(P ω ) is a schedule that includes ω, then it is said to be viable. The time assigned to executable variable x by schedule S(P ω ) is denoted with [S(P ω )] x . Definition 1. (α-Strong Controllability). An STPPU P is α-Strongly Controllable (α-SCT), with α ∈ A a preference, iff there is a viable strategy S s.t.
(1) ∀P 1 , P 2 ∈ P roj(P ) and for every executable time-point x, [S(
is an optimal solution of P ω ) if the optimal preference of P ω is less than α. (3) the preference of S(P ω ) is at least α otherwise.
In other words, an STPPU is α-SCS if there is a fixed control sequence that works in all situations and results in optimal schedules for those situations where the optimal preference level of the projection is less than α and in a schedule with preference not smaller than α in all other cases.
Optimal Weak Controllability, instead, requires the existence of an optimal solution in every situation.
Definition 2. (Optimal Weak Controllability). STPPU
P is said to be Optimally Weakly Controllable (OWCT) iff ∀P ω ∈ P roj(P ) there is a strategy S ω s.t. S ω (P ω ) is an optimal solution of P ω .
CTPs
CTPs (Tsamardinos et al., 2003) extend temporal constraint satisfaction problems (Dechter et al., 1991) by adding observation variables and by conditioning the occurrence of some events on the presence of some properties of the environment.
A CTP (Tsamardinos et al., 2003 ) is a tuple V, E, L, OV, O, P where P is a set of Boolean atomic propositions, V is a set of variables, E is a set of temporal constraints of the form l ij ≤ x i − x j ≤ u ij with x i , x j ∈ V and l ij , u ij ∈ ℜ, L : V → Q * is a function attaching conjunctions of literals in Q = {p i : p i ∈ P } ∪ {¬p i : p i ∈ P } to each variable in V , OV ⊆ V is the set of observation variables, and O : P → OV is a bijective function that associates an observation variable to a proposition. The observation variable O(A) provides the truth value for A. In V there is usually a variable denoting the origin time, set to 0. In this paper this variable will be denoted by x 0 . Thus, in CTPs, variables are labeled with conjunctions of literals, and the truth value of such labels are used to determine whether a variable represents an event that are part of the temporal problem. Two labels l 1 and l 2 are said to be inconsistent if l 1 ∧ l 2 = f alse. In this paper we consider only CTPs where E contains only ST constraints. In the following, we will implicitly refer to this kind of CTPs, if non stated otherwise.
In a temporal constraint problem, a value assigned to a variable v indicates when the corresponding event will occur. This is also denoted by saying that the variable is executed. The values assigned to the variables must satisfy the temporal constraints. Additionally, for a variable to be executed, its associated label must be true. The truth values of the propositions appearing in the labels are provided when the corresponding observation variables are executed; each atomic proposition A in P has an implicit time point associated with it.
As for STPs, the constraint graph of a CTP is a graph where nodes correspond to variables and edges to constraints. Node v is labeled with L(v) and an edge is labeled with the interval of the corresponding constraint. Labels equal to true are not specified.
An execution scenario s is a conjunction of literals partitioning variables in two subsets: the subset of the variables that will be executed because their label is true given s, and the subset of the other variables, that will not be executed. SC is the set of all scenarios.
Two scenarios are equivalent if they induce the same partition. Given a scenario s, its projection, P r(s), is the STP identified by all the executed variables and the constraints among them. P r(s) is a non-conditional temporal problem.
A schedule T : V → ℜ + represents a solution of a CTP and it is a time assignment to the variables in V . T (v) denotes the time assigned to v. An execution strategy St : SC → T is a function from scenarios to schedules. It is said to be viable if it is a solution for the projection P r(s) for each s ∈ SC. Given a scenario s and a schedule T , for each variable v we can determine the truth values of the observations performed before time T (v). The set of these outcomes will be called observation history of v w.r.t schedule T and scenario s, and will be written H(v, s, T ).
Example 1. Figure 1 shows an example of a CTP inspired from (Tsamardinos et al., 2003) . The goal is to go skiing at station Sk1 or Sk2, depending on the condition of road R. Station Sk2 can be reached in any case, while Station Sk1, the most preferred, can be reached only if road R is accessible. Moreover, temporal constraints limit the arrival times at the skiing station: station Sk1 must be reached before 11am, station Sk2 after 1pm. The condition of road R can be assessed only when arriving at village W . In the figure, variables XY s and XY e represent the start and the end time for the trip from X to Y , where X and Y are place-holders for the names of the locations. For example, variables HW s and HW e represent the start and end time for the trip from home (X = H) to the village (Y = W In CTPs consistency cannot simply be defined as the existence of an assignment to the variables that satisfies the constraints, since, depending on the truth values of the propositions, variables can be present or not.
There are three different notions of consistency depending on the assumptions made about the availability of observation information: strong, weak and dynamic consistency. Strong and Weak consistency are the notions on which we focus in this paper.
Strong Consistency (SCS).
Strong consistency applies when no information is available. A CTP is strongly consistent if there is a fixed way to assign values to all the variables so that all constraints are satisfied independently of the observations. A CTP is strongly consistent if and only if its non-conditional counterpart is consistent. Therefore, an algorithm to check SCS of a CTP takes the same time as checking the consistency of an STP, which is polynomial.
Weak Consistency (WCS).
Weak consistency applies when all information is available before execution. A CTP is weakly consistent if the projection of any scenario is consistent. Checking WCS is a co-NP complete problem (Tsamardinos et al., 2003) . A brute force algorithm to check WCS can check the consistency of all projections, possibly exploiting equivalent scenarios and shared paths.
It is easy to see that in the CTP depicted in Figure 1 there are two scenarios: A and ¬A. The problem is not strongly consistent since if A is true the event HW e must occur before 10am, instead if ¬A is true it must happen after 12pm. However, there is a viable execution strategy, therefore the CTP is WCS.
FUZZIFYING CTPS
The conditional nature of CTPs is enclosed in the variables' labels, whose truth value enables or disables the presence of variables in the problem. Such labels indeed act as rules that select different execution paths, which, given variable v and its label L(v), can be written as follows:
The idea of fuzzifying such kind of rules has been already taken into consideration, for example in the field of fuzzy control (Lee, 1990; Cox, 1992) . In fact, real world objects often do not present a crisp membership and classical Logics has difficulties to describe some concepts (e.g. "tall", "young", etc.). Another problem is that temporal information is often affected by imprecision or vagueness.
In a general study of such rules (Dubois and Prade, 1996) , both the premise and the consequence of the rule have been equipped with truth degrees associated with them. We will do the same for CTP's rules.
In our case, however, these two degrees have different meanings: the degree of the premise is used to establish if the variable should be executed, and therefore provides a truth value; the degree of the consequence, instead, can be considered as a preference on the execution of the variable.
Boolean propositions were justified in CTPs, where labels were evaluated in a crisp way, but in CTPPs they would reduce the expressiveness of the fuzzy rules; for this reason CTPPs will be equipped with a set P of fuzzy atomic propositions and a set of fuzzy literals Q = {p i : p i ∈ P} ∪ {¬p i : p i ∈ P} which are mapped to values from [0, 1] by an interpretation function.
Definition 3. (Interpretation function). An interpretation function is a function
The rules we will use to fuzzify CTPs are of the form
where L(v) ∈ Q * is the "fuzzy" label of variable v, deg is an interpretation function, function pt gives the truth degree of L(v) given deg, and cp is the preference function associated with the consequence. The set of all fuzzy rules will be named F R.
To interpret a conjunction of fuzzy literals, given an interpretation deg, it is natural to take their minimum degree, as usual in conjunctive fuzzy reasoning. Thus function pt : Q * → [0, 1] will be the min operator.
For example, a fuzzy proposition A representing sentence "It is hot" can be true with different degrees.
We could say it is true with degree deg(A) = 0.4 if the outside temperature is mild, and with degree deg(A) = 0.8, if the outside temperature is above 80F . Similarly a fuzzy proposition B representing sentence "I'm thirsty" can reasonably have different truth degrees. We can imagine attaching to a variable v, representing the time at which we go buy a cold drink, label L(v) = AB. This will allow us to construct a rule for v which will activate variable "get cold drink" only if the heat level or the thirst are above a given threshold.
Since we will always use the above function pt, each rule can be characterized by its threshold and its preference function. Thus we will sometimes denote a rule via the notation r(α, cp).
Each fuzzy rule states that variable v is part of the problem if value pt(L(v), deg) is greater than the threshold α. Moreover, the consequence specifies the preference associated with the execution of v. In general, such a preference can depend on the truth degree of the premise and on the time at which v is executed. Therefore, it is reasonable to define cp :
, that is, as a function which takes in input the truth degree of the premise, i.e., pt(L(v), deg), and returns a function which, in turn, takes in input an execution time and returns a preference in [0, 1].
In other words, function cp allows us to give a preference function on the execution time of v which depends on the truth degree of the label of v. However, this also allows us to model situations where the preference function for the activation of v is independent of the truth degree of the premise, as a special case in which function cp has type cp :
. This restricted kind of rules will be named r-cp.
In CTPs, a variable without a label implicitly has a label with value true. Similarly, in the fuzzy extension we consider, any variable whose associated rule is not specified has the following implicit one: IF true THEN EXECUTE (v) : 1. This means that variable v is always present in the problem, and its execution has preference 1 independently of the execution time.
Definition 5. (CTPP). A CTPP is a tuple V, E, L, R, OV, O, P where:
• P is a finite set of fuzzy atomic propositions with truth degrees in [0, 1]; • V is a set of variables;
• E is a set of soft temporal constraints between pairs of variables
* is a function attaching conjunctions of fuzzy literals Q = {p i :
• R : V → F R is a function attaching a fuzzy rule r(α i , cp) to each variable v i ∈ V ; • OV ⊆ V is the set of observation variables;
• O : P → OV is a surjective function that associates an observation variable to each fuzzy atomic proposition. Variable O(A) provides the truth degree for A.
As explained above, the execution of a variable v ∈ V depends on the evaluation of the fuzzy rule associated with it. A value assigned to a variable v ∈ V represents the time at which the action represented by v is executed; this value will be also written as T (v). If v is an observation variable it also represents the time at which the truth degree of the observed proposition is revealed.
Once a CTPP is defined, it is advisable to check statically if the information on labels and rules is consistent similarly to what is done in CTPs. In particular, if a variable v is executed, all the observation variables of the propositions in its label L(v) must have been executed before v. In CTPs this is tested by checking if for each v ∈ V and for each proposition
is the observation node of proposition A.
In the fuzzy case, where conjunction is replaced by minimum and the truth values of the propositions are
has to be augmented with the condition that the threshold in the rule associated with O(A) should not be lower than the threshold of the rule associated to v.
More formally:
Definition 6. (Structural Consistency). Let v be a variable of a CTPP and L(v) its label. A CTPP is structurally consistent if each observation variable, say
Checking the structural consistency of a CTPP can be performed in O(|V | 2 ) since to establish the consistency of the label of a variable at most O(|V |) labels (and thresholds) must be considered.
The definitions of scenario, projection, schedule and strategy are analogous to the classical counterparts.
Definition 7. (Scenario). Given an CTPP P with a set of fuzzy literals Q, a scenario is an interpretation function s : W → [0, 1] where W ⊆ Q that partitions the variables of P in two sets: set V 1 (s), containing the variables that will be executed and set V 2 (s) containing the variables which will not be executed. A variable v, with associated rule r(α, cp),
is the set of all scenarios of P .
Definition 8. (Partial scenario).
A partial scenario is an interpretation function s : W → [0, 1] where W ⊆ Q that partitions the variables of the CTPP in three sets: set V 1 (s), containing the variables that will be executed, set V 2 (s) containing the variables which will not be executed and set V 3 (s) containing the variables the execution of which cannot be decided given the information provided by s. A variable v, with associated rule r(α, cp) and label
Since a scenario chooses a value for each fuzzy literal, it determines which variables are executed and also which preference function must be used for their execution. This means that a scenario projection must contain the executed variables, the temporal constraints among them, and the information given by the preference function of each of the executed variables. This information can be modelled by additional constraints between the origin of time and the executed variables.
Definition 9. (Constraints induced by a scenario). Given a (possibly partial) scenario s and a variable v executed in s, consider its associated rule r(α, f ) = R(v). The constraint induced by this rule in scenario s is the soft temporal constraint cst s (v) defined on variables x 0 and v by (0 ≤ v − x 0 < +∞) with associated constraint preference function f (min A∈L(v) s(A)). The constraints induced by scenario s are all the constraints induced by variables executed in s, that is,
Definition 10. (Scenario projection). Given an CTPP P and a scenario (or partial scenario) s of P , its projection P r(s) is the STPP obtained by considering the set of variables of P executed under s, all the constraints among them, and the constraints in U (s). Two scenarios are equivalent if they induce the same projection.
Definition 11. (Schedule). A schedule T : V → ℜ
+ of a CTPP P is an assignment of execution times to the variables in V . Given a scenario s and a schedule T , the preference degree of T in s is pref
, where f ij is the preference function of constraint c ij defined over variables v i and v j . We indicate with T the set of all schedules.
Given a CTPP P an execution strategy St : S(P ) → T is a function from scenarios to schedules.
Example 2. Figure 3 shows an example of CTPP, representing a scenario where there is a rover exploring a certain region. The rover must leave its current position H and get to site W where a slope starts. Depending on how steep the slope is (this will become known at W ), the rover can either go up the slope and reach the top T , or it can reach the top T by using additional power from an extra motor M , or it can turn around and go to another site of interest R to take some pictures. If the rover can climb the hill without the need of extra power, it should do so as fast as possible, reaching the top before 11 AM. Such a constraint does not apply if the additional motor is needed, since, if the robot goes too fast, it might run out of energy before the top is reached. If it is not possible to get to the top of the hill, then the rover should get to site R only after 1 PM. The later the better, since the light will be best for taking the pictures.
Such a scenario can be represented by a CTPP with 9 variables: the start of time, x 0 , the start and end time of the trip to W , denoted with HW s and HW e , the start and end time of the trip from W to T without extra power, denoted with W T s and W T e , the start and end time of the trip from W to T with extra power, denoted with W M s and W M e , and the start and end time of the trip from W to R, denoted with W R s and W R e . There are three fuzzy proposition, A, B and C, respectively representing the three fuzzy concepts "the slope is gentle", "the slope is steep", and "the slope is very steep". In Figure 2 we show the truth values corresponding to the three propositions (y-axis) in terms of the percent slope (x-axis). Variables W T s and W T e are labelled with proposition A and rule r(0.4, cp), meaning that the rover should climb the slope without extra power only if the slope is gentle enough, that is only if the truth value of A is greater than 0.4. Similarly, for W M s and W M e , and W R s and W R e . At the same time, however, the more it is true that the slope is gentle (resp., steep, and very steep), the more preferable it is to get to the top (resp., use the motor, and go to site R). For this reason, the cp functions of the rules are "directly" proportional to the truth degree of the observations, while making conservative choices more preferable in case of doubt. For example, we could have cp 1 (x) = x, cp 2 (x) = min(x + 0.1, 1) and cp 3 (x) = min(x + 0.2, 1).
The two temporal constraints of the example from x 0 to W T e and to W R e have been fuzzyfied by using trapezoidal preference functions. The preference functions for the other constraints have been omitted, meaning that they are constant functions always returning 1.
Let us consider the case in which the percent slope is 10%. By looking at Figure 2 we see that this corresponds to a scenario, say s 1 such that s 1 (A) = 1, s 1 (B) = 0 and s 1 (C) = 0. Thus, projection P r(s 1 ) is the STPP defined on variables x 0 , HW s , HW e , W T s , W T e . If instead the percent slope is 66%, we have a scenario, say s 2 , such that s 2 (A) = 0, s 2 (B) = 0.5 and s 2 (C) = 0.5, and projection P r(s 2 ) defined on variables x 0 , HW s , HW e , W M s , W M e , W R s , W R e . In words, to be α-strong consistent, we must have a schedule that satisfies all the constraints independently of the observations, giving a global preference greater than or equal to α. This is the strongest consistency notion since it requires the existence of a single schedule that gives preference at least α in every scenario.
On the contrary, we can just require the existence for every scenario of a schedule (possibly a different one for different scenarios) that has a preference of at least α given the corresponding projection. This notion is that of α-weak consistency.
Definition 13. (α-Weak Consistency). A CTPP Q is said α-weakly consistent (α-WCS) if, for every scenario s ∈ S(Q), P r(s) is consistent in the STPP sense with preference degree at least α.
The above definitions are at the two extremes w.r.t. assumptions made on which events will be executed: α-SCS assumes no knowledge at all, while α-WCS assumes the scenario is given. A notion consistency which lies in between is α-dynamic consistency which has been considered in depth in (Falda et al., 2008) . It assumes that the information on which variables are executed becomes available during execution in an online fashion. In order to define it, we first need to recall the concept of observation history from CTPs and say when a partial scenario and a scenario are consistent.
Definition 14. (Observation History)
. Given a scenario s and a schedule T , for each variable v we define the observation history of v w.r.t schedule T and scenario s as the set H(v, s, T ) containing the observations performed before time T (v).
Definition 15. (Cons(s,w) ). Given a CTPP P and scenario s we say a partial scenario w is consistent with s, written Con(s, w) if: STPP P r(w) is a sub-problem of STPP P r(s), in the sense that the set of variables (resp. constraints) of P r(w) is a subset of the set of variables (resp. constraints) of P r(s) and no variable executed given s is not executed given w.
This last definition extends the one given in the classical case, where it is sufficient to say that a partial assignment is consistent with a scenario if the variables executed by the partial assignment are a subset of those executed by the scenario. We will use this notion in the definition of α-Dynamic Consistency, to express when at a given time the set of observations collected at that time is consistent with a scenario. 
) which can be extended to a complete assignment which in both scenarios will have preference at least α.
It is easy to see that, as for CTPs,
In what follows we consider a property which is common to all three the consistency notions. In order to do so we consider a subclass of CTPPs characterized by a special type of fuzzy rules. We will then show that the consistency of general CTPPs is equivalent to the consistency of a related problem in such a subclass.
CTPPs with restricted rules.
We start by considering a simplified case, that is, when the preference functions of the rules are independent of the truth degree of the label pt(L(v), deg). In such a case, given rule r(α, f ), we assume that f is an r-cp function. CTPPs with such a restriction will be denoted by RCTPPs.
The preference information given by f can be equivalently expressed by adding a constraint between the origin of time x 0 and the variable to which rule r is associated. More precisely, the constraint induced by v is the soft temporal constraint cst(v) defined on variables x 0 and v by (0 ≤ v − x 0 < +∞) with associated preference function min α∈[0,1] f (α).
The constraints induced by a whole CTPP Q are all the constraints induced by the variables of Q, that is,
In the specific case of an R-CTPP Q, the preference function of each constraint in U (Q) will just be f (α), since in this case f does not depend on the truth value of the propositions in the premise of the rule.
OV, O, P is an R-CTPP. Moreover, Q is α-SCS/DCS/WCS if and only if Q
′ is α-SCS/DCS/WCS.
Proof 1. Q
′ is an R-CTPP since R ′ , by construction, maps each variable v to a rule whose preference function does not depend on the truth value of L(v). Q and Q ′ have the same schedules and the same scenarios. However, given a scenario s, its projection in Q and Q ′ can be different, because of possibly different preference functions in some of the induced constraints. In particular, the preference functions in the projection of s in Q ′ give smaller (or equal) values w.r.t. those given by the corresponding functions in the projection of s in Q. Thus, if Q ′ is α-SCS/DCS/WCS, it follows that Q is α-SCS/DCS/WCS as well.
Let us now assume that Q is α-SCS/DCS/WCS. In all three definitions there is a strategy St that associates to any scenario s a schedule St(s) with preference at least α. Consider now any variable v and its rule r(γ, f ).
TESTING CONSISTENCY OF CTPPS
Thanks to Theorem 1, when testing the consistency of a CTPP we can restrict ourselves to testing the consistency of its related R-CTPP without loss of generality.
Testing α-SCS
To be α-strongly consistent, we must have a schedule that satisfies all the constraints independently of the observations, giving a global preference greater than or equal to α.
α-SCS of R-CTPPs.
We will now propose an algorithm which returns the maximum preference level α at which a CTPP is α-SCS. We start by considering a simplified case, that is, when the preference functions of the rules are independent of the truth degree of the label pt(L(v),). In such a case, given rule r(α, f ), we assume that f is an r-cp function. CTPPs with such a restriction will be denoted by R-CTPPs.
The preference information given by f can be equivalently expressed by adding a constraint between the origin of time S and the variable to which rule r is associated. More precisely, the constraint induced by v is the soft temporal constraint cst(v) defined on variables S and v by (0 ≤ v − S < +∞) with associated preference function min α∈[0,1] f (α). The constraints induced by a whole CTPP Q are all the constraints induced by the variables of Q, that is,
Theorem 2. Given an R-CTPP
Then M is α-strongly consistent if and only if the STPP < V, E ′ > is consistent with preference degree α.
Proof 2. Given the STPP < V, E
′ >, and any scenario s of M , the projection P r(s) =< V s , E s > is such that V s ⊆ V . Moreover, E s differs from E ′ |Vs only on the preference functions of the constraints induced by the rules associated to variables in V s . More precisely, the preferences in the constraints in E ′ are always smaller than or equal to those in the constraints in E s . Thus, given an assignment to the variables in V s , its preference in P r(s) is greater than or equal to that in < V s , E ′ |Vs >. "⇐") Suppose that the STPP < V, E ′ > is consistent with preference degree α. Let T be a solution of < V, E ′ > with preference degree α. For every scenario s of M , T is also a solution of P r(s) =< V s , E s > with preference degree ≥ α, because of the reasoning above. Thus the execution strategy St mapping any scenario s into T is viable, and such that pref s (St(s)) ≥ α. Thus M is α-strongly consistent.
"⇒") Suppose that M is α-strongly consistent. Therefore there is a viable strategy St such that, for every scenarios s 1 and s 2 , and variable v executed in both,
T (v) = [St(s)](v) where s is any scenario such that v ∈ P r(s).
T is an assignment to all variables in V since every v ∈ V appears in at least one scenario. Moreover, pref (T ) ≥ α since pref (T ) ≥ min s pref (St(s)) and pref (St(s)) ≥ α for all s. Thus < V, E ′ > is consistent with preference degree α. 2 Theorem 2 relates the α-SCS of an R-CTPP to the consistency level of an STPP. This allows us to check the α-SCS of an R-CTPP by just constructing the appropriate STPP and then finding its best level of consistency. This will give us the highest level α at which the R-CTPP is α-SCS. Function "best" takes an STPP and returns its best level of consistency. Since, under some tractability assumptions, solving a fuzzy STPP can be done in polynomial time (Khatib et al., 2001b) , U (Q) contains O(|V |) constraints, the procedure takes polynomial time.
Algorithm 1 αSCS R
Input: an R-CTPP Q =< V, E, L, R, OV, O, P >; Output: level α of strong consistency of Q; compute U(Q);
General CTPPs.
In the general case, the preference functions cp of the rules depend also on pt(L(v), deg), that is, on the truth degree of L(v). Thus, given two scenarios and a variables executed in both, different constraints may be induced by the rule of the variable in the projection of these scenarios. Since α-SCS needs to take into account all possible scenarios, all such induced constraints have to be considered simultaneously. This amounts at considering a single constraint with a preference function which is the minimum of all the functions of the constraints, as defined in Definition 9.
From Theorem 1 the α-SCS of a CTPP with general rules can be checked by exploiting the algorithm designed for R-CTPPs; the code is shown in Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2 αSCS
Input: a CTPP Q =< V, E, L, R, OV, O, P > Output: highest level α of strong consistency of Q compute the new set of rules
Since the computation of the new set of rules R ′ is polynomial, and since Algorithm 1 takes polynomial time, also Algorithm 2 is polynomial in the number of variables of the problem.
Testing α-Weak Consistency
Strong consistency is a very demanding notion of consistency also in the case of CTPPs, since a CTPP which is not SCS could still be executed. A more permissive property is weak consistency, that requires only the existence of a solution for every scenario.
In classical CTPs, the problem of checking WCS is a co-N P complete problem (Tsamardinos et al., 2003) . Therefore, being CTPPs an extension of CTPs, we cannot expect to do better. The classical algorithm to test the WCS of CTPs checks the consistency of all complete scenarios by identifying a set of labels LS that covers all the scenarios (Tsamardinos, 2001) . As seen in the example in Figure 3 , the scenarios of a CTPP are determined not only by the labels used in the problem, but also by the thresholds levels. However, in the case of R-CTPPs, the definition of equivalence between scenarios collapses to that for CTPs, that is, two scenarios are equivalent iff they induce the same partition of the variables. In fact, in R-CTPPs the preference on the induced constraint is independent of the value of the observation in the head of the corresponding rule. Thus the projection of the scenario is fully specified by the set of executed variables.
We first define for each literal l ∈ Q an auxiliary set M (l) that contains the set of the threshold levels of truth-preference rules defined on labels containing l. More precisely:
contains all the thresholds of rules associated with variables whose label contains l. We collect such thresholds in order to identify only the values for l which may make a difference in the activation of some variable with a label containing l. Threshold 1 is added in M (l) to include the case in which the value of l is above all thresholds.
Given set M (l) for each literal l, we consider scenarios mapping each literal l into a value in M (l).
Definition 17. (Meta-scenario). Given a CTPP P with set of fuzzy literals Q a meta-scenario is an interpretation function ms : (W ⊆ Q) → ∪ l∈W M (l) such that ms(l) ∈ M (l), ∀l ∈ W. We will denote the set of meta-scenarios as M S(P ) ⊂ S(P ).
Given the equivalence relation defined on R-CTPP scenarios, every scenario s ∈ S(P ) \ M S(P ) is equivalent to a meta-scenario ms ∈ M S(P ).
Theorem 3. Given an R-CTPP P , ∀s ∈ S(P ), ∃ms ∈ M S(P ) s.t. P r(s) = P r(ms).
Proof 3. Given scenario s, consider scenario s ′ where s ′ (l) = min{p ∈ M (l)|p ≥ s(l)}. Let us consider a variable v with label L(v) and rule r(α, cp). We start by showing that
Thus, if v is activated in s, then it is activated in s ′ . From this we can conclude that
, which is sufficient to prove the statement of the theorem since P is an R-CTPP. 2
In particular, from the above theorem we can immediately deduce that a R-CTPP is α-WCS if and only if all projections of meta-scenarios are consistent with optimal preference level at least α. However, two meta-scenarios in M S(P ) can be equivalent. In order to further reduce the set of projections to be considered, we apply a procedure similar to that proposed in (Tsamardinos et al., 2003) , in order to find a minimal set of meta-scenarios containing only one meta-scenario for each equivalence class. We refer to this procedure as Algorithm FST (for Fuzzy Scenario Tree).
Algorithm 3 FST
Input: SL:proposition set, s: partial meta-scenario, ExecV ars: set of variables, P V : set of sets of variables, M S: set of meta-scenarios Output:M S ′ : set of sets of assignments to propositions if SL = ∅ then Return M S H ← choose(SL); SL ← SL − {H}; for all α ∈ M (H) {in increasing order} do s ← s ∪ {H = α}; ExecV ars ← ConsV ars(ExecV ars, s, P );
Algorithm FST takes in input a set of propositions SL, a current partial meta-scenario s, the set ExecV ars of variables which can be executed given the information in s, the set P V containing the sets of executed variables already considered, and, finally, the set M S of meta-scenarios selected so far. In output, it gives set of meta-scenarios M S ′ . First considers if the set of propositions SL is empty and, if so, it returns the current set of meta-scenarios M S. Otherwise, it chooses (in some pre-fixed order) proposition H and then removes it from SL. Next, for each threshold α (in increasing order) in the set M (H), it extends the current meta-scenario with assignment H = α and computes the set of variables ExecV ars which are or could be executed given the information in s. In more detail, procedure ConsV ars takes in input a set of variables X, a partial meta-scenario w, and a CTPP P , and returns the subset of variables of X containing only variables that in P are associated with a rule whose head is not false given w (set V 1 ∪ V 3 according to the notation of Definition 8).
If set ExecV ars has not been considered before (that is, it is not contained in set P V ) then, if either all the propositions in SL have been considered or ExecV ars is empty, then ExecV ars is added to set P V and the set of meta-scenarios M S is updated with the new meta-scenario found s. Otherwise, if neither of the above sets are empty the search is carried on recursively.
In order to find a minimal set of meta-scenarios of an R-CTPP P with proposition set P, Algorithm FST is called with SL = P, s = nil 4 ExecV ars = V ,
The key idea of the algorithm is that, as we extend a partial scenario, the set of variables that could be executed can only shrink. Moreover, since for each proposition H the thresholds in M (H) are considered in increasing order, when a set of executed variables is found, all its subsets have already been considered and thus if such a set is already in P V the search can avoid the recursive call.
Theorem 4. Consider an R-CTPP P with proposition set P. Let M S ′ be the set of meta-scenarios returned by Algorithm FST when called on SL = P, s = nil, ExecV ars = V , P V = ∅, M S = ∅. Then:
Proof 4. (1) Follows trivially from the fact that Algorithm FST assigns to every literal H only values from M (H), and from the fact that every assignment from such sets is a meta-scenario.
(2) Let us assume, for the sake of contradiction, that there is a meta scenario s ′ ∈ M S(P ) such that ∀s ∈ M S ′ , P r(s) = P r(s ′ ). This means, in particular, that Algorithm F ST has not added s to M S ′ in line 11. Thus, either the condition in line 8 is not satisfied, it is satisfied but the one in line 9 is not. The condition in line 8 is not satisfied iff a scenario with the same set of variables as in s ′ has already been considered. But this is a contradiction, since P is an R-CTPP and thus having the same set of executed variables implies having the same projections. Moreover, the condition in line 9 is always satisfied, since s ′ is a meta-scenario and thus ExecV ars = ∅ is true.
′ and thus also ExecV ars ∈ P V . This means that the condition in line 8 is not satisfied and thus s ′ is not added to M S ′ , which contradicts the initial assumption. 2 O(Π H∈SL |M (H)|) is the complexity of Algorithm FST since, in the worst case the algorithm explores the whole set of meta-scenarios, of size Π H∈SL |M (H)|.
Example 3. Consider the following R-CTPP with four variables v 1 , v 2 , v 3 , v 4 whose associated rules are The algorithm we propose to test α-WCS of a R-CTPP , computes a minimal set of meta-scenarios applying Algorithm FST and for each such meta-scenario ms it checks if the corresponding projection P r(ms) is consistent at level α. If the preference functions are semi-convex, in order to test this it is sufficient to test whether the STP obtained from P r(s) via its α-cut (that is considering for each constraint the sub-interval containing elements mapped into a preference ≥ α) is consistent.
If the preference functions are semi-convex the coproblem of α-WCS is N P -complete since it coincides with deciding if there is an inconsistent STP obtained via the α-cuts. Thus in such a case testing α-WCS is co-N P -complete.
Testing α-Dynamic Consistency
This notion of consistency has been considered in (Falda et al., 2007b; Falda et al., 2008) , where it is provided an algorithm for testing if a CTPP is α-DCS. Here we only recall it briefly in order to provide a complete descritpion of CTPPs and their properties.
The algorithm for testing α-DCS proposed in (Falda et al., 2007b; Falda et al., 2008) first computes the minimal set of meta-scenarios by applying Algorithm FST. Next, the α-DCS of the CTPP is checked by transforming the CTPP into a Disjoint Temporal Problem with Preferences (DTPP) (Peintner and Pollack, 2004) obtained from the union of the STPPs corresponding to the projections of the meta-scenarios of the CTPP and some additional disjunctive constraints. We recall that efficient algorithms for finding the optimal preference level of Fuzzy DTPPs have been considered in (Peintner and Pollack, 2004) . The algorithm in (Falda et al., 2007b; Falda et al., 2008) allows to conclude that the complexity of checking α-DCS is the same as that of solving a fuzzy DTPP.
MAPPING STPPUS INTO CTPPS
It is interesting to notice that consistency in CTPs is strongly connected to controllability in Simple Temporal Problems with Uncertainty (Vidal and Fargier, 1999) . This arises from the fact that both kinds of problems are concerned with the representation of uncertainty: STPUs model uncertainty by defining contingent constraints, while CTPs try to capture the outcomes of external events by modelling conditional executions.
To compare the expressiveness power of these two formalisms, we define a mapping from STPPUs to CTPPs.
The main idea of this mapping is that the uncertainty on whether a contingent constraint will have a given duration can be modeled by the uncertainty on the truth value of a proposition. Definition 18. Given an STPPU Q = N e , N c , L r , L c , where I and J i are as above, we define the CTPP C(Q) as the tuple < V, E, L, R, OV, O, P >, where
Mapping from STPPUs to CTPPs
• P is the set of fuzzy atomic propositions {p ij , i ∈ I, j ∈ J i };
r is the set of all the requirement constraints in L r defined only between executable variables, and e ij , eo ij , and w ij are as defined above;
* is a function such that L(v ij ) = p ij and true for all variables not of typev ij ;
• R : V → F R is a function defined as R(v ij ) = r(0, g), where g is the constant function equal to f i (d ij ) and f i is the preference function of l i ; • OV ⊆ V is the set of observation variables {o ij ∈ I, j ∈ J i };
An example of an STPPU and its corresponding CTPP is shown in Figure 4 .
It is important to notice that the mapping of Definition 18 is polynomial in the size of the problem given in input, as shown by the following theorem. (1) C(Q) is an R − CST P P . In fact, all constraints are simple: those of type e ij and eo ij are simple by definition, and those in L e r are simple as well since they come directly from the STPPU. Moreover, R associates to variables in V only rules where the preference function of the consequence is independent of the premise degree. (4) Each literal is assigned to exactly one variable.
(5) Each partial assignment to literals is not a scenario. In fact, due to the statement in the previous point the status (executed or not not executed) of the variable labelled with the unassigned literal would not be determined.
We now reconsider Def. 1 of α-SCT and Def. 2 of OWCT for STPPUs and their counterparts for CTTPs as in Def. 12 and Def. 13.
As far as strong controllability/consistency is concerned, the requirement of the CTPP definition is stronger since α-SCS can never hold if there is a projection that has optimal solution with preference less than α. This is not true of the corresponding definition for STPPUs. Moreover, the definition of OWCT requires optimality in all projections whithout setting a lower bound for the optimal preference. Such a bound is, instead, required by the definition of α-WCS.
For this reason we introduce for STPPUs a stronger definition of α-SCT (that we denote with ⌊α⌋-SCT) and a new notion of weak controllability (that we denote with ⌊α⌋-WCT). In Theorem 6 we will show that such new definitions correspond to those for CTPPs.
Definition 19. (⌊α⌋-Strong Controllability
). An STPPU P is ⌊α⌋-Strongly Controllable (⌊α⌋-SCT), with α ∈ [0, 1] a preference, iff there is a viable strategy S s.t.
(1) ∀P 1 , P 2 ∈ P roj(P ) and for every executable time-point x, [S(P 1 )] x = [S(P 2 )] x . (2) ∀P ω ∈ P roj(P ), the preference of S(P ω ) is at least α.
In other words, an STPPU is ⌊α⌋-SCT if there is a fixed control sequence that works in all situations and results in a schedule with preference at least α.
Definition 20. (⌊α⌋-Weak Controllability
). An STPPU P is ⌊α⌋-Weakly Controllable (⌊α⌋-WCT) iff ∀P ω ∈ P roj(P ) there is a strategy S ω s.t. S ω (P ω ) has preference at least α.
In words an STPPU is ⌊α⌋-WCT if for every situation there is a solution with preference at least α.
Given these stronger definitions for STPPUs, it is possible to show that mapping C, as defined in Definition 18, preserves the strong and weak controllability/consistency notions.
Theorem 6. Given an STPPU Q and its corresponding CTPP C(Q), Q is ⌊α⌋-strongly/weakly controllable iff C(Q) is α-strongly/weakly consistent.
Proof 6. We start the proof by showing that there is a one to one correspondence between situations of Q and scenarios of C(Q).
First we show that, to each situation ω of Q, it corresponds a complete assignment to the literals in C(Q), and thus a scenario of C(Q).
We recall that a situation of Q, say ω, is a set of durations on all the contingent constraints, while a scenario in C(Q) is a complete assignment of truth values to all the literals. By construction, the set of literals of C(Q) contains one literal p ij , for each duration d ij on each contingent constraint l i . Thus, if contingent constraint l i has duration d ij in ω, then literal p ij will be assigned 1 and every other literal p ik , with k = j, will be assigned 0. Since a situation selects a duration for each contingent constraint, it defines a complete assignment to all the literals of C(Q). Now we show that, to each scenario s of C(Q), it corresponds a situation ω of Q.
Scenario s is a complete truth assignment to all the literals of C(Q). Moreover, by how the propositions corresponding to the literals have been defined, in s, for each i ∈ I, ∃!j s ∈ J i such that p ijs = true. Thus we associate to scenario s the situation ω where each contingent constraint l i is assigned duration d ijs .
We will indicate with C(ω) the scenario corresponding to a situation ω.
We continue by showing that the correspondence above allows us to establish a correspondence between the set of projections of Q and the set of projections of C(Q). First notice that, by definition of STPPU, to each situation ω, it corresponds a unique projection P ω , which is an STPP, and viceversa. Moreover, by definition of CTPPs, to each scenario s, it corresponds a unique projection P r(s), which is an STPP, but the contrary is not true in general. It is however true for C(Q), where each literal is the label of a variable. We have, thus, established a one to one correspondence between the two sets of STPPs corresponding respectively to the projections of Q and C(Q). Given a situation ω with projection P ω we will indicate with P r(C(ω)) the corresponding projection in C(Q).
We will now show that P ω is consistent iff P r(C(ω)) is consistent and that they have the same optimal preference.
Let us consider a contingent constraint l i , defined on executable variable A and contingent variable C i , and let us assume it has duration d ij in ω. Figure 5 shows constraint l i and the requirement constraint r k =<
The corresponding fragment of STPP P r(C(ω)) is shown in Figure 6 (a).
Notice that variables o ih for h = 1, . . . , |l i |, h = j in STPP P r(C(ω)) are only linked to A by a constraint with a single duration. Thus, once a consistent value is assigned to A, the consistent value for each o ih is univocally determined. This means that such variables are not relevant w.r.t. defining a consistent assignment and can thus be omitted. Moreover, variable o ij is linked only to A and to v ij , and the constraint between o ij and v ij is [0, 0]. Thus, since o ij and v ij must always be assigned the same value, we can collapse them to a single variable which we call v i . The fragment of STPP P r(C(ω)), obtained after removing all the o ih variables, with h = 1, . . . , |l i | is shown in Figure 6 (b). It is easy to see that the fragment in Figure 6 (a) is consistent iff the fragment in Figure 6 (b) is consistent and that they have the same consistency degree. We will now show that the STPP in Figure 6 (b) is equivalent to that in Figure 5 where variable v i corresponds to variable C i . First we notice that, if we ignore preferences, the intervals of the corresponding constraints coincide. This means that the sets of consistent assignments of the two problems coincide. They could still have different preference levels. However, consider any consistent assignment X 0 = 0, A = t A , C = t C with preference p in the (reduced) fragment of P r(C(ω)) shown in Figure 6 (b). Such an assignment implies that
The preference associated to such an assignment in STPP P ω is p ′ = min(f k (t A − 0), 1, deg(d ij )) = p. The same reasoning applies easily in the other direction.
At this point we can conclude that if Q is ⌊α⌋-WCT iff C(Q) is α-WCS.
We now turn our attention to the strong controllability/consistency notions.
The above correspondence which maps each projection of the STPPU into an equivalent (reduced) projection of the CTPP allows us to obtain from any viable strategy of the STPPU Q a viable strategy for the CTPP C(Q) and viceversa. Moreover, the corresponding schedules have the same preference level.
If Q is ⌊α⌋-SCT, then there is a viable strategy resulting in a schedule that assigns a fixed time to each executable variable independently of the situation. Given the reasoning above, to such a strategy it corresponds a viable strategy for C(Q) mapping each variable to the same time in all the projections. Moreover, in corresponding projections, such a fixed assignment to the variables has the same preference. This allow us to conclude that, if Q is ⌊α⌋-SCT, then C(Q) is α-SCS. Analogously for the opposite direction. 2 Theorem 6 and the analogous result for dynamic controllability/consistency in (Falda et al., 2008) allow us to conclude that CTPPs are at least as expressive as STPPUs. We conjecture CTPPs to be strictly more expressive than STPPUs due to the fact that conditions of non-temporal nature can be represented.
A TOOL FOR R-CTPPS
We have built a tool which allows us to define RCTPPs and to test α-SCS and α-WCS. The tool has been implemented in D (Bell et al., 2008) , a new generation language which combines the robustness of Java with the efficiency of C++. The main interface is a command-line program which reads CTPPs encoded in a special XML format. A graphical user interface has been also developed to ease the creation of XML input files representing CTPPs of which the α-SCS and α-WCS needs to be tested. The user interface has been organized in three windows which guide the user step by step. First, propositions are defined by specifying their name, as in Figure 7 . Then (see Figure 8 ) variables can be defined by specifying for each a name and the proposition that it observes (if any). If the variable has no label, the user must set the true check box. Otherwise, the rule associated with the variable must be specified indicating the label, the threshold and the cp preference function. In particular, as preference functions we allow for generalized trapezoids described by their four characteristic points, "a", "b", "c" and "d", and the highest preference degree (see Table 1 ). We also handle different types of left and right bounds of the trapezoids which can be closed or open.
Finally, in the last window, shown in Figure 9 , the user can set constraints on pairs of variables, by specifying the names of the variables and the trapezoidal preference function similarly to the previous case. Once a problem has been modelled, it can be saved, and several tasks can then be performed on it. The available options have been collected under the "Solve" menu, shown in Figure 10 . They are:
• "Verbose": if this option is activated, the solver will provide additional explanations on the computations performed; • "Meta scenarios": it computes the meta-scenarios for the current problem, using Algorithm FST; • "M sets": it shows the M (l) set of the defined literals; Fig. 9 . Window for defining constraints.
• "Structural Consistency": it checks whether the problem is structurally consistent, according to Definition 6; • "Strong Consistency": it computes the highest level at which the problem is α-SCS • "Weak Consistency": it computes the highest level at which the problem is α-WCS. When one of the previous items is selected, the command line solver is invoked and its output is collected. In Figure 11 we show an example of the output window after running "Strong Consistency" in "Verbose" mode. Notice that structural consistency is always performed, since it is a necessary condition for a CTPP to be (strongly) consistent. The last output line shows the highest preference degree (in this case 0.553) at which the CTPP given in input is α-SCS.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
We have introduced Conditional Temporal Problems with fuzzy Preferences (CTPPs), a formalism combining the expressive power of conditions and the flexibility of preferences. We extended two of the classical consistency notions (that is, strong and weak consistency) and we provided testing algorithms for such properties which remain in the same complexity as Fig. 11 . Example of output with explanations.
their classical counterparts. We have provided a mapping from another temporal formalism for handling temporal uncertainty and preferences, namely STPPUs, into, CTPPs which shows that CTPPs are at least as expressive as STPPUs. Finally, we have presented a tool which allows a user to easily define a CTPP and to test several of its properties.
Future directions include an experimental study of the proposed algorithms both on randomly generated and real life problems, as wellas extending CTPs with preferences other than fuzzy. Moreover, we plan to understand if CTPPs are strictly more expressive than STPPUs and to compare or combine them with other approaches to temporal uncertainty and preferences such as temporal networks with alternatives (Barták and Cepek, 2007) and qualitatitive temporal networks with preferences (Badaloni et al., 2004) .
